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ABSTRACT 
Given a system of monk orthogonal polynomials (MOPS) {P,(r)},,, a, we chamc- 
terize all the sequences of manic orthogonal polynomials (Qn(rlJ,, L ,, such that 
Qi(r> = x - b, Qzn(r) = P,[ms(x)J, n = 0, 1,2,. . . , where ~a is a fixed polynomial 
of degree exactly 2 and b is a fured complex number. With an appropriate choice of 
the MOPS U’,,(x)>,,,,, our results enables us to solve the eigenproblem of a 
tridiagonal2-Toeplitz matrix, giving an alternative proof to a recent result by M. J. C. 
Gover. We also find the relations between the Jacobi matrices corresponding to the 
MOPS {P,,(z)},,, and (Qn(~)}nro. Finally, we show that if@‘,(r)),., is a semiclas- 
sical orthogonal polynomial sequence, then so is {Qn(r)),, 3 a, and, in particular, we 
analyze the classical case in detail. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Sieved orthogonal polynomials have been extensively developed during 
the last years. The theoretical approach given in [ 11, [ll], and [5] was 
simultaneously reflected in some interesting applications in such domains as 
numerical analysis, quantum chemistry, and physics (see [8] for references). 
From an algebraic point of view, an example of sieved orthogonal polynomials 
appears when the eigenvalues for a tridiagonal2-Toeplitz matrix are studied. 
They are Jacobi e-periodic matrices and in a natural way, lead to a quadratic 
sieved process for Tchebychev orthogonal polynomials of the second kind. In 
fact, Gover [9] gave the solution for such an eigenvalue problem using matrix 
methods. Nevertheless, the connection with sieved orthogonal polynomials 
was not established. 
r-Toeplitz matrices appear in problems concerning sound propagation 
(see 13, 41). 
In this paper our aim is to analyze a more general problem related to the 
quadratic sieved process for a sequence of manic polynomials orthogonal with 
respect to a moment linear functional. It can be stated as follows: 
P. Let {P”>“,, be a fixed system of manic orthogonal polynomials and 
{Qnb,o a simple set of manic polynomials such that 
Qdx) =x-b, 
where rs(x) is a fured (manic) polynomial of degree 2 and b E @. How to 
define Qs,, + i for each n > 1 in order that the system {Q,,}” > ,, be orthogo- 
nal? 
The structure of the paper is the following. In Section 2, we introduce the 
basic concepts to make things clear. The theoretical solution of the problem P 
is given in Section 3. As an immediate application, we solve the eigenproblem 
of a trid.iagonal S-Toephtz matrix, giving an alternative proof to a recent result 
by Cover [9]. In Section 4 we determine explicit relations between the Jacobi 
matrices corresponding to the OPSs {P,),, ~ ,, and {Q,], r a. Finally, in Section 
5, we analyze the semiclassical case: if the MOPS {P,,}, .+ ,, is semiclassical, we 
show that {Qnln a ,, still remains semiclassical, provided that the orthogonality 
conditions are satisfied. In particular, we study the classical case in detail. 
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2. BASIC TOOLS 
Given a linear functional u on P (the linear space of all polynomials in 
one variable with complex coefficients) and a set of polynomials {P,,},, b a such 
that each P,, is of degree exactly n and 
6, P”P,) = k,&,, n,m = 0,1,2 )...) 
where {k ,,I,, 2 o is a sequence of nonzero complex numbers, we say that 
RJn.0 is an orthogonal polynomial system (OPS) with respect to u. In such 
conditions, u is called regular and {P,,}, s O the corresponding OPS. ( , > 
means the duality bracket. 
Throughout this paper, we will consider always (except in the second part 
of the next section) systems of orthogonal polynomials such that the polyno- 
mials are manic (MOPS). The polynomials of any MOPS {P,},, O satisfy a 
three-term recurrence relation 
P, = 1, P, = x - PO, 
P n+l = (x - PJP, - Y,P,-1, n 2 1, (1) 
where 1 &I, r ,, and Ir,,>,, 2 1 are two sequences of complex numbers with 
x # 0 for n > 1. It is important to remark that such a relation completely 
characterizes a given MOPS, according with Favard’s theorem (see 16, p. 21, 
Theorem 4.41). 
We recall some basic definitions in the algebraic dual IFb* in order to 
handle linear functionals. If u E P* and 4 E P, then the Zef multiplication 
of the functional u by the polynomial t), denoted by 4u, is the functional in 
P* such that 
($Ju, p> := (u, +p>, p E p; 
the derivative of the functional u, denoted by Du, is the element of 5’* such 
that 
(Du, p) := -(II, p’), p E P. 
In the remainder of this paper, the so-called kernel polynomials with 
K-parameter, introduced by Chihara (see [6, p. SS]), will play an important 
role. We recall the definition of such polynomials. Let {P,,}, > ,, be a MOPS 
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and c a complex number such that P,,(c) f 0 for all n > 0. The sequence of 
monk kernel polynomials of K-parameter c, {P,* Cc; . )I,, a o, associated with 
RL O? is defined by 
1 
P,*(c; x) := - 
[ 
Pn+l(X) - 
pn+ l(C) 
----x(x) 7 
P,(c) 1 
n 2 0. 
x-c 
In these conditions, if {P,,},, B o is a MOPS associated with the moment linear 
functional u, then {P,* (c; . )}, r o is a MOPS associated with 
u* = (x - c)u 
(see 16, p. 351). Furthermore, if 1 Pnln a ,, satisfies the three-term recurrence 
(0, the coefficients { /3,*, y,*+ 1>n z ,, of the corresponding three-term recur- 
rence relation satisfied by (P,* (c; * )}* a o verify the following relations (see 
[161): 
Pn+,(c> 
P,* = P",l + p 
Pn+lW 
(c) -pn(c)~ n 2 0, 72+1 
(2) 
n 2 1. 
The general three-term recurrence relation for a given OPS (P,}, a o (not 
necessarily manic) can be written as 
xp, = %Pn+l + P,P, + YnPn:1, n > 1, 
with initial conditions P_, = 0 and P,, = 1 (we take this last as the normal- 
ization condition), where {cr,>,, a ,,, 1 PJ,, 2 ,,, and Cr,>,, & i are sequences of 
complex numbers such that CY,Y,+ 1 # 0 for n > 0. In matrix form, this can 
be written as foIIows: 
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where J,,+ 1 is a tridiagonal Jacobi matrix of order n + 1, defined by 
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J n+1= E (pn+l,n+l) 
n > 0. 
If we denote by {x,,~)~~~<~ the zeros of the polynomial P,, then it is well 
known that each xnj is an eigenvalue of the corresponding Jacobi matrix of 
order 12 and that [ P,( x,), P,( x,) . . . , P, _ ,(x,)]~ is the associated eigenvec- 
tor. This fact will be used later. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SOLUTION 
General Results 
The solution for problem P can be given as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Let {P,,),a o be a system of monk orthogonal polynomials 
and {QJn 2 0 a simple set of monk polynomials such that 
Qztd ~1 = Pnbd 41) n > 0, 
(3) 
Ql(x) =x-b, 
where b E C and TV is a (monk) polynomial of degree 2. Write 
7r2(x) = (x - a)(x -b) + c. 
%n {Qn)n > o is a MOPS if and only if 
P,,(C) + 0, Qe,,fl(x) = (x - b)P,*[c;n&)l, n 23 0. (4) 
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In such conditions, if (P,},, a O satisfies the three-term recurrence relation 
(11, then the co@ c acients p,, and r,, for the corresponding three-term recur- 
rence relation satisfied by {Q,,},, > o are given by 
fi2, = b, b2n+l = a, n > 0, 
P,(c) _ pn-l(C) (5) 
Y2n-1 = - pn_l(c) ’ Y2n = 
-m’Yn, 
n 3 1. 
Moreover, if {P,},, 5 ,, is orthogonal with respect to the moment linear 
functional u, then (Q”},, 2 ,, is orthogonal with respect to a moment linear 
functional v defined on the basis {T:(X), (x - b)rr,“(x)), r ,, of P by means 
of 
(v, T;( x)) = (u, x”), (Y (x - b)$( x)) = 0, n >, 0. (6) 
Proof. Expand the polynomial r2 as 
?T2(r) = x2 + px + q, p:= -(a+b), q:=ab+c. 
Assume that {Q,Jn z 0 is a MOPS. Thus, it satisfies a three-term recurrence 
relation 
~Qn(x> = Qn+d~) + bnQ,<4 + TnQn-d~), n > 1, 
QoW = 1, Qdx) = x - I% 
(7) 
with Jo,, # 0 for n 2 1. It is clear that PO = b. In the three-term recurrence 
relation (1) for {P,}, r O replace x by x2 + px + q, so that 
(x2 + PX + q)Qzn( x) = Q2n+2( x) + PnQ2n( x) + r,Q2,-2( x) 7 
n > 1. (8) 
Now, use (7) successively to expand xQ2,(x> and x2Qzn(x) as 
~Q2nb) = Qzn+b) + b,,Qz,b) + ?2nQ2n-1(x) 
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and 
~~Q2,(4 = Q2,,+2(~) + (82n+1 + fien)Qen+d~) 
+(TZ”+l + 6;” + i.en)QznW 
+ T,,( b2, + P2n-l)Q2n-1W + +2,,?2n-lQ2n-2(~). 
Substitution of these expressions in the left side of (8) yields a linear 
combination of a finite number of terms of the sequence {Q,,},,r a which 
vanish identically. Therefore, since this sequence is a basis for P, we find the 
following relations: 
P2”+1 + 62, + p = 0, n > 0, (9) 
Y~“+~+P~~,-~~~~+PP~~+~=P,, 00 (%J = o), (10) 
?,.( P2, + P2n-l + p) = 0, n 2 1, (11) 
_ * 
YPnY2n-1 = -Y,~ n > 1. (12) 
Since r” # 0 for all n 2 1, then Equation (11) is equivalent to p2, + 
fi2,_ I + p = 0 for n > 1. Therefore, combining this (after the change of 
indices n + n + 1) with (9) leads to fi2, +2 = fi2,, for n > 0, so that 
jii2, = &, = b, n 2 0, 
and consequently, from (91, 
Ben+1 = -b-p=a, n 3 0. 
Hence, we can rewrite (10) as 
92"+l + ?zn = I% - Cl n>,l 
or, according with (12), 
Y2n+1 + &=&-c, n>,l. (13) 
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Now, define recurrently a sequence {Y,}, > ,, by 
Yo = 1, Y"+l = -%h+lyn> 7). a 0. 
Remark that yn # 0 for all n 2 0, whence y2,,+ 1 = - yn+ Jy,, for n 2 O; if 
we substitute in (13) we can deduce 
Yn+l = (c - PJYn - XYn-17 n>l 
yo = 1, yl=c-Po> (14) 
so that Y,, = P,,(c) for n 2 0 and therefore 
P”(C) # 0, n > 0. 
Furthermore, we have 
_ Yn+l pVL+ 1(c) 
Yen+1 = -- = -~ 
PlI(o) ' 
n > 0, 
Yfl 
and 
_ Y n+1 pnw 
Y2n+l = 7 = -XL+1 - 
Pn+lW ’ 
n > 0. 
Y2n+1 
Now, using these relations, the change of indices n * 2n + 1 in the 
recurrence relation (7) leads to 
(x+b+p)Q,,+,(x) =pn+1(x2+px+9) - +gPn(x2+pz+9), 
n > 1, 
and since l/(x + b + p) = (x - b)/[(x2 + px + 9) - cl, we find that, in 
fact, 
Qen+l( Lx) = (x - b)P,*(c; x2 + pr + 9)3 n > 0. 
Thus, the conditions (4) are necessary for the orthogonality of the 
sequence IQ,,)” a o. We also have proved that the relations (5) hold. 
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Conversely, it is easy to veritj, that the conditions (4) are sufficient in 
order to guarantee that {Q,Jfl a 0, defined by (3), be a MOPS. For that, define 
complex numbers fi, and Ta by the formulas (5). These parameters are well 
defined, according to the hypothesis that P,,(c) z 0 for all n > 0 and in 
addition +n # 0 for all n > 1; one can verify directly that {Q”},, ~ a satisfies 
the three-term recurrence relation (7), so that, by Favard’s theorem, it is a 
MOPS. 
Finally, we prove that, if the conditions (4) are satisfied, then {Q,,}” r ,, is 
orthogonal with respect to the linear functional v defined by (6). For this, 
since {Q,J, a ,, is an OPS, it is sufficient to show that 
(v, I> # 0, (v, Q,,> = 0, n > 1. 
First, we point out the following relations: 
(v>f[%(x)]$(x)) =(uJ(x)x3, j-E [FD, n > 0, (15) 
(v,f[~s(x)](X--)~2n(x)) =O, fEP, n>,O. (16) 
The proof is straightforward: write f(x) = Cr= ,a,, k xk, and apply (6). Now, 
if we set n = 0 in the first relation of (6), then (v, 1) = (u, 1) + 0 follows 
because u is regular. It is also easy to see that 
(v, Qz,,> = 0, n 2 1, 
holds. In fact, according to (15) for n = 0, 
To prove 
(v, Qg,,+J = 0, n 2 0, 
we use induction on n. If we set n = 0 in the second relation of (6), then we 
get (v, x - b) = 0, i.e., (v, Qi> = 0. Assuming that (v, Qzn+i) = 0 for 
some n > 0, then 
(Y Qzn+d4) =h (x - b)Qz,+zW - %n+,Q,n+dx,> 
=(vG - W’,,+,[~,(x)]) = 0 
[by (16) for n = 01, which completes the proof. n 
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REMARK. It follows immediately from the previous result that v is a 
symmetric moment linear functional (i.e., all the odd moments vanish) if and 
only if V;(O) = b = 0. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, the coefficients of the 
three-term recurrence relation ver@ed by the MOPSs {P,,},, z ,,, { P,*(c; - I},, > o, 
ad (QJ., 2 o are related by the formulas 
P=$ + c, P, = T2n+l + 72n + c, n 2 1, 
_ _ 
Yrl = Y2n-lYZ”7 n 2 1, 
(17) 
p,* = ?2n+l + ?2n+2 + c, n 2 0, 
_ _ 
r,* = Y2nY2n+lp n > 1. 
Proof. The formulas for & and 7, follow from the proof of Theorem 1. 
The other relations can be easily derived by using (51, (21, and the recurrence 
relation (1) for the sequence { P,},, r o. n 
COROLLARY 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, denote by J,,, Jz, and 
1: the ]acobi matrices of order n corresponding to the MOP% {P,,},, ~o, 
IP,*(c, .N,,2o, and{Q,k,.o, respectively. Then, for each n >, 1, the eigenval- 
ues of the ]acobi matrix lzn_ 1 are b, and the solutions of the quadratic 
equations 
mTZ(h) = X-l,,, k = l,...,n - 1, 
where hE_,,k, k = 1,. . . , n - 1, are the eigenvalues of Jl_ I. The eigenvalues 
of J2,, are the solutions of the quadratic equations 
T2(A) = ‘bkr k = l,...,n 
where Ank, k = l,..., 12, are the eigenvalues of Jn. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and the relations 
between the zeros of orthogonal polynomial systems and the eigenvalues of 
the corresponding Jacobi matrices. W 
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Application to the Eigenproblem of a Tridiagonal2-Toeplitz Matrix 
The previous results can be applied to the determination of the eigenval- 
ues of a tridiagonal2-Toeplitz matrix, which has the general form 
a1 
Cl 
0 
Bn= 0 
0 
b, 0 0 
a2 b2. 0 
c2 a1 bl 
0 Cl a2 
0 0 c2 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
0 
0 
0 
b2 
a1 
(18) 
where we assume that b,, b,, cl, and c2 are nonzero complex numbers. 
Define recurrently a sequence of polynomials {P,,In 3 ,, by (1) with P,, and 
Y,, given by 
Po = b,c,, P,, = blc, + b,cg > Y,, = b,b,c,c,> n>l. (19) 
RIL > 0 is a MOPS, according to the Favard theorem. Furthermore, we have 
P,(o) = -b,c,, P,(O) = (0 - &)P,(O) - y1 = C-~,C,)~, ad in gener4 by 
induction, 
P,,(O) = (--blc$‘, n > 0, (20) 
which implies that P,,(O) # 0 for all n > 0, and so we can consider the 
MOPS of the Kernel polynomials { P,*(O, - >L a o. For simplicity, we denote 
P,* := P,*(O, * ). Hence, from (2) and (20), we find that the coefficients 
UC rn*,lL>O of the recurrence relation for {P,*},, z o are given by 
/3,* = blc, + b,c,, Y*,~ = b,b,c,c,, n > 0. (21) 
Now, define a polynomial rr2 as 
7r2(x) := (x - al)(x - u2), 
and consider the sequence of polynomials {Q,},, a o such that 
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According to Theorem 1, IQ,}” b ,, is a MOPS, and the coeffkients of the 
corresponding three-term recurrence relation are given by 
I%,, = al, I%.~+~ = a2, Y2,,+r = brcr, ?2n+2 = b2c2, 72 > 0. 
This shows that the Jacobi matrix of order n corresponding to the MOPS 
{QnLo is 
i= 
a1 1 0 0 0 *** 
kc1 a2 1 0 0 -** 
0 b2c2 al 1 0 *** 
0 0 hc, 
a2 
1 . . . 
0 0 0 b,c, a, *a* 
. . . . 
Hence, for each n, the eigenvalues of 1: are the zeros of Qn. But, it is 
easy to see that 
where 
k 2n := (b,b,)", kzn+l := WA)“~ n>O 
and CS,ln > o is the OPS defined as 
x%(4 = W,+1(4 + P,S”b) + r,s,-l(~)> n 2 1, 
S_,(x) = 0, $I( x) = 1, 
with 
‘yzn = b,, 52,,+1 = b,, P,, = al, P2n+l =a2, 
72” = c27 Y2n+l = Cl. 
Thus, since B, is the Jacobi matrix associated with the OPS {S”},, z o and 
since Q,, and S, have the same zeros, we conclude that B, and ],, have the 
same eigenvahres. 
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Therefore, according to Corollary 2, for each integer n & 1, the eigenval- 
ues of B2n+l are a, and the solutions of the quadratic equations n,(h) - 
x zk = 0 (k = 1,2, . . . , n), where xXL denotes the kth zero of I’,* ; and the 
eigenvalues of B,, are the solutions of the quadratic equations ~s( A) - x,~ 
= 0 (k = 1,2,. . . , n), where xnk denotes the kth zero of P,,. 
Thus we must find the zeros of the MOP% {I’,},,, a and {I’,*}, aO. For 
that, consider the MOPS {U,},,, s of the Tchebychev polynomials of the 
second kind, which satisfies the three-term recurrence relation 
xU,( x) = U,+,(x) + $U,_,( x), n B 0, u-1 = 0, u, = 1; 
they can also be expressed in terms of trigonometric polynomials in cos 8 as 
Un( x) = 2-” 
sin(n + l)f3 
sin 8 ’ 
x = cos 0 
(see e.g. [.17]). Up to constant factors depending only on n, each polynomial 
of the MOPS { P,*>, z ,, is given as a linear transformation in the variable of 
the corresponding Tchebychev polynomial U,, , 
P,*(x) = (Z&I&JU” x - blcl - bzcz 
l qmzG 1 
) n > 0, (22) 
so that, for each n > 1, the zeros of P,* are 
xzk = b,c, + bsc, + 2,/G- cos -$$, k = l,...,n. 
On the other hand, if we observe that the sequence (P,,},,, o is the 
co-recursive of the family {P,*}, I o at level k = 0 and for the modification 
p = - b,c,, then it follows that 
P,,(x) = P,*(x) + b,c,P,*li)(x), n a 0, 
where {P,*(l))” b o denotes the associated polynomials of the first kind corre- 
sponding to the MOPS {P,*},, z o (see [12]). Therefore, taking into account the 
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relation U,“) = U,, (see [IS]), from (22) one can see that 
x - b,cl - b,cz 
2lmGx 
where 
p2 := b,c,/b,c,. 
Similarly, one can prove that if we define a sequence of polynomials {R,), > 0 
bY 
4&+,(x) =x&l(x) - R,-,(x), n>l 
&l(x) = 1, R,(x) = x + P, 
(24 
then 
so that 
Then, we have proved the following result: 
THEOREM 2 (Cover, [9]). The eigenvabes of the tridiagonal 2-Toeplitz 
matrix B, n + 1 defined by (18) are a, and the solutions of the quadratic 
equations 
(A - al)( A - a2) - blcl + b,c, + 2Jbz cos --& 1 = 0, 
k = l,...,n, 
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and the eigenvalues of B,, are the solutions of the quadratic equations 
(A - a,)(* - 4 - [b 1~1 + b,c, + ,iGq,t] = 0, 
k = l,...,n, 
where z,k. k = l,..., n, are the zeros of the polynomial R,(z) defined by 
(24). n 
REMARK. From (23) we can also see that the eigenvalues of B,, are the 
solutions of the quadratic equations 
(A -a&h -ad - [b ici + b,c, + 2,/G cos &] = 0, 
k = l,...,n, 
where the f3,,,‘s are the nonzero solutions of the trigonometric equation 
fisin[(n + l)f3] + &sin(ne) = 0. 
4. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE JACOBI MATRICES 
In this section we are interested in finding the relation involving the 
Jacobi matrices corresponding to the MOPS IF”),, > 0, {P,*<c, - I),, ~ o, and 
(Qnkeo~ which we denote by In+ i, Jl+ i, and J,, + i, respectively. Since we 
consider manic OPS’s, then 
I n+1= 
p. 1 0 0 .** 0 0 
Yl p1 1 0 .** 0 0 
0 -yz pz 1 *.* 0 0 
0 0 y3 p3 *** 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . 
;, 6 ;, ;, . ..- a,:, ; 
0 0 0 0 *** -Y, B” 
EQ= , n+l,n+l n >, 0, 
and similar expressions hold for in+ i and Ji+ i, where /3, and ‘yi are replaced 
by the corresponding coefficients of the three-term recurrence relation for 
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{P,*<c, * )l,,, and IQnl,,>,,, respectively. A first result, involving the eigenval- 
ues of the Jacobi matrices in consideration, is Corollary 2. As a consequence, 
denoting by a(A) the spectrum of any square matrix A, 
COROLLARY 3. The following relations hold: 
+2(L)] = a”]> n 2 1, (25) 
+,(L”-,)] = ICI ” 4L-11~ n > 1. (26) 
Now, we will give the explicit relation between the above matrices. For a 
fured integer n > 1, we denote by ej”’ (0 <j Q n> the jth vector of the 
canonical basis of R”: 
ep [o 0 . . . 0 1 0 *** OIT, 
and we define the following matrices in IWe”,“: 
E 2n.n := 1 
ey’ e$W . . . ei”,“1 1 I> 
F 2n.n := 1 
ep ey’ . . . e$2$ T 1 . 
We remark that the matrix EPn+ [F,,, ,,I is obtained from the identity matrix 
of order n, I,,, by introducing a row of zeros after [before] each row of Z,. 
Furthermore, it is easy to see that for any matrix A of order n, E,,, n AE&, n 
[F,,, n AFT,,, ,] is the matrix of order 2n X 2n which is obtained from A by 
introducing a row and a column constituted only with zeros after [before] 
each row and column of A, respectively. We also define the matrix E,, _ 1, n 
[F2,_l,,_l] to be the matrix of order (2n - 1) x n [(2n - 1) x (n - l)] 
obtained from E,, , n [F,,, “1 by deleting the last row [the last row and the last 
column]. Then, 
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THEOREM 3. In the conditiorrs of Theorem 1, the following relations 
hold: 
~2(Ll) = E2n-1,“lnEZTfl-1,n + F2, 
(2~1) (2~1)T 
(27) 
J” FT l,n-1 n-l 2n-l,n-1 
-Y2n-le2n-1 e2n-1 p 
Proof. According to (5), one has 
so that 
2 = 
L = 
b 1 0 0 
a 
Yl a 1 0 
0 y2 b 1 
0 0 T3 a 
. . . . . . . . 
i 6 6 6 
0 0 0 0 
b2 + j$ a + b *so 
(a + b)% q1 + a2 + yz . . . 
572 (a + b)?, ... 
0 5?2k3 ... 
0 0 . . . 
0 0 . . . 
and therefore 
%(fi”) = 
= 
n > 1. 
. . . 0 0 
. . . 0 0 
. . . 0 0 
. . . 0 0 
. . . i i 
- . . . Y2n-1 a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
J 
0 
0 
0 
0 
(28) 
h-2 + b2 + Yzn-1 a+b 
(a + b)h-1 ?2.-1 + a2 
iit” - (a + b)iz” + Cd + C)Z,” 
91 + c 0 . . . 0 0 
0 jJ1 + yz + c ... 0 0 
fl% 0 . . . 0 0 
0 %273 ... 0 0 
0 0 . . . ?2”_2 + %2.-L + c 0 
0 0 . . . 0 %?.-I + c 
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where we have used the equalities b2 - (a + b)b + (ab + c) = w2(b) = c 
and a2 - (a + b)a + (ah + c) = m,(u) = c. If we now use the relations 
given in Corollary 1, it follows that 
Pe(Ln) = 
p. 0 1 0 0 0 a** 0 0 
0 p,* 0 1 0 0 a-* 0 0 
Yl 0 p1 0 1 0 *** 0 0 
0 Yl* 0 p: 0 1 **a 0 0 
0 0 y2 0 p2 0 *** 0 0 
0 0 0 y; 0 p,* --- 0 0 
. . . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
;,oooofi a*** p,:, 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ..* 0 P,*- - 1 ?2” 
(29) 
Now, it is easy to see that this expression is equal to the right-hand side of 
(27), which proves (27). The proof of (28) follows the same steps. In this case, 
we find that 
a2(Ln-1) 
= 
p. 0 1 0 0 0 -** 0 0 
0 p,* 0 1 0 0 *** 0 0 
Yl 0 p1 0 1 0 *** 0 0 
0 Yl* p,* 0 0 1 -*- 0 0 
0 0 0 y2 0 p2 **- 0 0 
0 y; p; 0 0 0 **- 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
;,ooooo ..: pi_, 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ..* 0 P,-1 - Tzn-1 
n (30) 
REMARKS. 
1. Note that the matrix T,(~~,,> is E,,, ,,J,El,,, n + F2,,,],“F~n,n plus a 
rank-one matrix perturbation to its last element [that is, the element in 
position (en, 2n)]; similar considerations are valid for the matrix ~,(f~,_ i). 
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2. The relations between the matrices J,, and 1: are studied in [7]. 
The last theorem leads one to obtain another relation between the spectra 
of the previous Jacobi matrices. 
COROLLARY 4. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, one has 
u[v2(L,) + %neZ?ei2?T] = a[_/,1 U a[JZ], 
m r2 JZ”_l) + 72n-1e2n-1 e2n-1 1 t- (en-l) (2n-q = a[J,] u cT[J”_J, 
n > 1, 
(31) 
n > 1. 
(32) 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the relations 
det[ .rr,(/;,) + ~2ne!&“)e$2~)T - AZ,,] 
= det( J,, - AZ,) det( Jz - AZ,), 
det[rr,(];,_,) + p2n_le$~:~)e!$,‘Y-inT - AZ,,_,] 
= det(J,, - AZ,) det(J,“_, - AZ,_,), 
(33) 
(34) 
which hold for n 2 1. These relations can be easily obtained by taking into 
account rhe explicit representations (29) and (30) for the matrices az&,,) 
and P~(J~, _ 1), and using elementary properties of determinants. n 
5. THE CASE WHEN {P,},,, ,, IS A SEMICLASSICAL MOPS 
General Features 
In this section we will prove that the semiclassical character of the 
orthogonal sequence ( Pnt ~ 0 remains valid for the sequence {Q,}” ~ ,,, when 
this sequence is also orthogonal. We recall that, by definition, a linear 
moment functional u is semiclassical if it is regular and there exist two 
polynomials 4 and +, with deg I,+ > 1, such that 
D(4u) = $u. (35) 
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The associated OPS is called semiclassical orthogonal polynomial sequence. 
To each semiclassical linear moment functional u we can associate a nonnega- 
tive integer s, called the class of u (or of the corresponding OPS) which is 
defined as the minimum of the set of the integers s such that 
s=max{deg+-2,degr~,-1) (36) 
where (4, $1 belongs to the set of all admissible pairs (4, I),) such that (35) 
holds. We remark that (up to nonzero constant factors) the pair (4, I,+> which 
realizes the class of u is unique (see 1161). When, in Equation (351, (4, I)> is 
the pair which realizes the class of u, then we say that (35) is the canonical 
equation for u. 
THEOREM 4. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, f {P,}, z ,, is a semi- 
classical MOPS of class s, then {Q,,jad 0 is a semiclassical MOPS of class 
;< 2s + 3. 
Furthermore, if u is a solution of the distributional diflerential equation 
(35), then v satisfies 
D(&) = IJV (37) 
with 
4(x> := W[~,(X)] + (x - a)4(+4[~2(~)1* (39) 
Proof. Assume that u f&Is Equation (35). To pfove that v satisfies (X7), 
we will show that the linear functionals D( C$V) and I) v coincide on the basis 
I7r,“(r), (x - b)$Y XI,” > (J of P. First, we point out some useful relations: 
(x - a)7rk(x) = 2a,(x) + r(x - b) + t, (40) 
7rL(x) =2(x-b) +r, (41) 
where 
r := b - a t := (b - a)” - 2c. 
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So, taking into account the definitions of 4 and 4, one has 
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= -n(v, +Q(~)](~ - Q)qX)m;-l(X)) 
= -n{(v, 477,(4][2722(~) + tl CT- ‘( 4 
++ 4[44l(x -m-w)} IbY (WI 
= -n(u, 4( x)[2x + t]x “-I) [by (15) and (16)] 
= 4 #J( x)u, [(2 x + qx”] - 2x”) 
=(D[4(x)u]+?x+qP) +(24(4w”) 
=([w(x) + (2% + t)+(x)lu, x”> [by+)] 
= (v, {24[%(4] + [27%(4 + tl 
W[%(41~~,“(4) [by (WI 
=(v,{2++)] + [27%(x) + 4x - 4 + tl 
wM#G(~>) bY (WI 
‘(VP (24[%(4 + (x - a)6(x) 
w+%<4ll~znW) bY WI 
=(v, ~(+i-W)> 
so that 
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(~[mv]4~ -+w) 
= -(v, 4[~2(X)](X - +2”(x) + 4x - w4(+c'(~)l) 
= -(v, [(x - b) + f-l4[~2(+qX)) 
- &+2(x) - 42(x -b) + +$[%(~)I~~-‘(~)> 
= - 1(u,c#+)x”) - ?-n(u,(x - c)+(qx”-l) 
by (15) t-d (Wl 
= -+#+)u, [(x - c)dq> = 7(~[~(X)U],(~ - +“> 
=6,(x - +b(+“) bW)l 
= 7(Y [,3(x) - 4J,[~,(+G(4) [by (WI 
=(Gw[7%(~)](~ - oG(d 
+(v, [me(x) - “][2(” - b) + f-1 
Xt+,(~)]~W> bY (WI 
=(Gw[~&)](~ - wrz”(4) 
+(v,(x - u)(x - b)?qx) 
WM+r2n(4) 
=(v+#4~2(+J + (x - 4~b(~)~CI[~2(411(~ -we)) 
=(v. 5%)(x - b)G(x)), 
and then 
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Thus, (37) is proved. Finally, if (I’& a a 
satisfies an equation like (35) with 
is semiclassical of class s, then u 
s = max(deg 4 - 2,deg + - l), 
and therefore, since v satisfies (37) then {Q,,}, .+ ,, is a semiclassical MOPS of 
class 5 with 
which completes the proof. 
REMARK. If {P,},,, is a semiclassical orthogonal polynomial sequence, 
then, according to a result by W. Hahn [lo], each P, satisfies a second-order 
ordinary differential equation of the form 
J(X,n)P;(x) +K(r,n)P;(x) +L(r,fl)P,(x) =o, n 30, (42) 
where J(*, n), K(*, n), and L(*, n) are nontrivial polynomials in x whose 
coefficients can depend of n, but whose degrees are bounded by a number 
independent of n (see also 1141). Furthermore, Equation (42) is characteristic 
for the semiclassical OPSs. Hence, since in such a case (Q& .+ ,, is also a 
semiclassical MOPS, then each Qn( x) also satisfies an equation like (42). This 
fact is connected with a result stated by J. Bustoz, M. Ismail, and J, Wimp in 
El. 
Although Theorem 4 proves the semiclassical character of the MOPS 
(Qnk,>o, it is not precise about the order of the class. In order to determine 
exactly the class of a semiclassical functional u, the best way is to look for the 
ordinary differential equation which the corresponding Stieltjes formal series, 
S”(Z) := - c + 
n,O 
satisfies. In fact, P. Maroni proved (see [161) that a regular moment functional 
u satisfies the distributional differential equation (35) if and only if the 
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corresponding Stieltjes formal series S,(z) satisfies the formal ordinary 
differential equation of first order 
d+)s:b) = Cb)S”W + W), (43) 
where 
Furthermore, the class of u is the integer s defined by (36) if and only if the 
polynomials 4, C, and D have no common roots and 
s = max{degC - 1,degD). 
In the above expression, the polynomials 8, +, 8,4,, UO, $, and UB,C#J are 
defined according to the following notation: for a polynomial f(x) := 
&f$x’, 
0 
0 
f( .q := f(x) -f(O) 
x 
uf(x) := 2 cujuj_i xi, ( I i=O j=i 
where u, := (u, x”) is the moment of order n of u. 
The Stieltjes formal series corresponding to a moment linear functional u 
also admits the following representation: 
where the subscript x in u, means that u acts on functions of the variable x. 
In fact, (formally) we have 
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THEOREM 5. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, the relation between 
the Stieltjes series S, and S, corresponding to u and v, respectively, is given 
bY 
Proof. Since we have (u, X” > = (v, T;(X)), it follows that 
1 1 = v x’ TTTz( x) - s-z(z) ) ’ 
and then, since T.-J x) - T,J z) = (x - z)[(x - b) + (z - a)], so that 
1 x-b z-a 
-= + 
x-z TAX) - m2(2) rTTz(x) - ~CL!(~) ’ 
we deduce 
= (2 - a)%[~d~)l, 
because, since (v, (x - b)rl(x)) = 0, 
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COROLLARY 5. Under the conditions of Theorem 4, if the Stieltjes fownul 
series associated to u sat+es (431, then the Me&es series corresponding to 
v satisfies 
with 
&z)s:(z) = E(z)S,(z) +6(z) (49 
&z> := (2 - a)4[~2(z)l, 
c’(z) := $J[T,(z)] + (2 - a)rk(z)C[r2(z)], 
C(z) := (2 - a)2rk(z)D[W2(z)]. 
P) 
(47) 
(48) 
Proof. Take (formal) derivatives in (44) to get 
s:(z) = S,[~2(41 + (2 - 4&(mb2(417 (49) 
make the change of variable z + rITz( z) in (43X then multiply by (2 - 
a)rh(z), and use (44) and (49) to find 
Finally, multiplying both sides of this equality by z - a, we obtain (45)-(48). 
n 
REMARK. As a consequence, we can determine precisely the class of v: 
iithe c@s of u is s and (4, +) is the pair which realizes the class and if 4, 
C, and D have precisely k common roots (including multiplicities), then the 
class of v is s’ = 2s + 3 - k. In fact, if k = 0 the assertion is trivial, taking 
into account the considerations aboye; if ,k > 1, then denoting by 
51,529 - - * > & the common roots of 4, C, and D, and putting 
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from (45) it follows that the Stieltjes series corresponding to v satisfies 
and then, since the polynomials 4, ,6,, and & have no common roots, the 
canonical equation for v is 
II(&V) = i&v _,.ith &I,:=&+&;. 
The Classical Case 
The most studied classes of OPSs are the so-called classical orthogonal 
polynomial systems (Hennite, Laguerre, Jacobi, and Bessel), which are the 
only semiclassical OPSs of class zero. In this case, the moment linear 
functional u associated to the classical OPS {P,}” r s is a solution of an 
equation like (35) where C#I and JI are polynomials satisfying the conditions 
deg<b<2anddegJI= LIfweput 
cp( x) = (lox2 + a,r + u2, i)(x) = box + b, (l&J + Iall + b,l f 0) 
in [Is], we have proved that a nonzero moment linear functional u which is a 
solution of (35) is regular if and only if 
holds for all n = 0, 1,2,. . . , where 
d, := nu, + b,, fn := - 
nu, + b, 
d . 
2n 
In such conditions, the MOPS {I’,,}, a 0 associated to u satisfies the three-term 
recurrence relation (1) with 
& = (n + l)_f” - flfn-l, h+l = - n 2 0. 
(51) 
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It is well known that up to a linear change in the variable, we obtain Hemite 
polynomials, (H,( x 11, a o, in the case 4 = con&- Laguerre polynomials, 
W”)(x)J n z 0, in the case deg 4 = 1; Jacobi polynomials, {P,‘“, s)(r)},, a 0, in 
then case deg 4 = 2 and 4 with distinct roots; and Bessel polynomials, 
W”‘(x)1 n z ,,, in the case deg 4 = 2 with a double root. Furthermore, we can 
t&“e for 4 and # the canonical forms [16] in Table 1, where the column of 
the restrictions is justified by the conditions (50). In the classical case, the 
polynomials C and D which appear in the differential equation (43) for the 
corresponding Stieltjes series are given by 
so that, for the canonical forms of $J and $ as in Table 1, we find the 
functions in Table 2. 
So, as another example of the application of the previous results, we will 
consider now the case when {P,,},, a ,, is a classical MOPS. 
Z The Hermite Case, If P,, = H,,, then from Tables 1 and 2 and the 
relations (46) (47) and (48) we find 
f&z) = 2 - a, d(Z) = 1 - 2(z - a)lr,(+r~(z), 
C(z) = -2u,(z - a)“$@). 
Thus, since C(a) = 1 # 0, it follows that 4 and d have no common roots, 
and therefore the class of v is exactly s’ =_ 3 for e_very choice of the polynomial 
rr2. The canonical equation for v is D(~v) = I/J v, with 
l&x) = c’(x) + &(x) = 2[1 - (x - 47+)~2(4]. 
TABLE 1 
CLASSIFICATION OF THE CLASSICAL OPS’S 
P,(x) 4(x) $(x> Restrictions 
H,,(X) 1 -2x - 
L’a’(x) 
Pp. @Xx) 
x --x+a+1 a# -n,n.l 
1 -x2 -(a+p+2)r+p-n ff # -n, p # -n, 
a+/?+l#--n,n>l 
B’“‘(x) n x2 (a + 2)x + 2 cx# -n,n>2 
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TABLE 2 
P”(X) 
H,(x) 
L(“)(r) 
P$ B’(r) 
B’“‘(x) ” 
C(x) D(x) 
-2x -2u, 
--x + ff 
-(a + /3)x + p - a -(a +-;“+ l)U, 
(Yx + 2 (a + l)ulj 
ZZ The Laguerre Case. If P,, = Ly), then 
i(z) = (2 - +r&), 
z5( z) = -uo(z - &r;(z). 
We must analyze the following cases: 
1. ITS has two simple roots. Then r2 and r; have no common roots, and 
so the only root common to 4 and 5 is u. Hence, 4, c’ and fi cannot 
have common roots distinct from a, and the_refore we have to analyze the 
possibilities for a to be a common root of 4, C, and D. 
1.1. c # 0. Then a is not a zero of ~a, and consequently it is not a 
zero of c’. It follows that in this subcase 4, c’, and 6 have no 
common roots, and therefore s’ = 3 and the canonical equation for 
v is D(&) = 1,6v, with 
l&x) = 273(x) + (x - +;(x)[o + 1 - 3(r)l* 
1.2. c = 0. Then the zeros of rTTz are b and a. Since the roots of rrZ 
are distinct, we must have b z a and FL(b) f_ 0, so that I?(b) z 0. 
Hence, the only common zero of 4 and D is a, and this is a 
double zero of 4 and 5. Since a is also a zero of 6, it follows that 
the class s’ of v satisfies s’ Q 2. Furthermore, s’ can be less than 2 
only if a is a double zero of 6. But it is easy to verify that 
c?(a) = (a + l)?qa) # 0, 
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where the last inequality is justified by the restrictions in Table 1 
and the fact that in this subcase a is a root of ~a which has distinct 
roots. We conclude that in this subcase the class of v is s’ = 2. 
Moreover, putting 
6,(x) := C(x) ,-=x-b-7~;(x)[a-~,(x)], 
then the canonical equation for v is IX&v> = r&v, where 
2. rra has a double root, 5. In this case, us T (x - j I2 and r2( 5) = 
$.< 6) = 0. Hence, 5 is a common root of 4, C, and D, so that the class 
s’ satisfies s’ < 2. 
2.1. c # 0. Then a is not a zero of rrs, and so 5 # a2 It follows that a 
is not a zero of c’ and that 5 is a simple zero of D, so that the only 
common zero of d and 6 is 6, and we conclude that s’ = 2. 
Furthermore, we have 
i(4 rji,( x) := x_5 = i( x - a)rk( x), 
c’(x) a4 := x _ 5 -=+7rk(x) +2(x-a)[a-7r2(x>], 
and the canonical equation for v is 0(&v) = I&V, where 
I&x):=C~(X) +&x) =7r!Jx)+(x-a)[2~~++-27r~(x)]. 
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2.2. c=O. Then&=b=a,andsob_isazerooforder3of&andfi 
and a zero of order at least 2 of C, so that s’ g 1. Since C?“(b) = 
2(2 (Y + l), it follows that s’ = 1 if (Y # - i and s’ = 0 if (Y = - 4. 
In the case cr + - t, we have 
c’(x) 
c2w := (x _ b)2 
= 1 + 2[o - 7r,(x)], 
so that the canonical equation for v is D(&v) = q2v, with 
i&x) := d,(x) + &a(x) = 2[(Y + I - 744. 
In the case (Y = - i, we have 
444 &(+= tx_bJ3 ~1, c’(x) @I+= tx_b)3 =--2(x-b), 
and the canonical equation for v is IX&v) = I&V, with 
&a(r) := C,(x) + &s(r) = -2(x - b). 
Remark that in this last case ((Y = - f) v is a classical moment 
functional. Furthermore, since the polynomial & is a constant, 
then up to a linear transformation on the variable, the MOPS 
{Qnh > o associated to v is the Hermite one. From the formulas 
(51) (with r$ and I++ replaced by 4s and I,$) we find 
so that 
Q,,(X) =&(x-b). (52) 
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On the other hand, since u is the Laguerre functional, which fulfils 
the equation D(x u) = ( --x + (Y + l)u, and since u* = r u (be- 
cause c = O), then it is easy to verify that u* satisfies D( x u*) = 
( --x + (Y + 2)u*, so that the MOPS associated to u* is { L(,*+ ‘)I,, ~ ,,. 
Thus, in the case (Y = - +j we conclude from the relations (4) that 
Qzn( x) = L’,- ‘I’)[ (x - b)‘] ,
Q2,,+l(~) = (T - b)L!fi2’[(x -b)‘]. (53) 
Finally, we remark that (52) and (53) lead to the well-known 
relations between the (manic) Hermite and Laguerre polynomials 
(see [17, p. 1021): 
H2”( Lx) = L$y( x2), H2n+l( x) = xL’,“Q( x2). 
III The Jacobi Case. If P,, = Pi’“, s), then 
6(z) = (2 - a)[1 - %Xz)lT 
6(z) = 1- 7ri(z) + (z - a)$(z)[-(cx + /3)7ra(z) + P - a], 
5(z) = -uo( a + p + l)( 2 - a)29rh( z). 
Remark that (1 - n,2)’ = -2rr2& and so if there exists a multiple root 
5 of 1 - r;, then it must satisfy 1 - rr,“( 5) = 0 = v;( &), so that s = 
-p/2; and this is necessarily a double root of 1 - a:, because (1 - rr:Y’ = 
-2<,f + 2~~) and thus (1 - r:)“(5) = -4rr,(t) # 0. So we only need 
to consider the following cases: 
1. The roots of 1 - W: are simple. In this case, 1 - V: and nh have no 
common roots. 
1.1. c2 # 1. Then b and a are not zeros of 1 - ri. If (Y + /I + 1 Z 0 
the only common root of 4 and 6 is a which is not a root of 6. If J _ 
(Y + p + 1 = 0, we wilI show that 4, C, and D also have no 
common roots. In fact, if (Y + p + 1 =_O, then _fi E 0 and we only 
need to analyze the possibilities for 4 and C to have common 
roots. Assume that there exists 6 such that & 5) = 0 = c’< 5 ). 
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Since u is not a root of 1 - ,rr,2, then C(a) # 0 and 5 satisfies the 
conditions 5 # a, 1 - r,“( 5) = 0, rk< 5 > # 0, and so, using cx + 
/3 + 1 = 0, we get = 06(Y) = (6 - a)$(5)[~,(5) + 2p + 11 
* 7r,(~)+2~+1=0;butthisimplies(~= -l,fi=O[inthe 
case ns(t) = -lJor (y = 0, /!I = -1 [when 7r2(l) = 11, whichis 
impossible because (Y, /3 # - 1. So in this subcase 6;, 6, and 6 
have no common roots, and then s’ = 3. The canonical equation for 
v is D( $v) = IJV, with 
I&) = 2[1- $(x)1 
1.2. c2 = 1. Then b and a are zeros of 1 - mi. Since the roots of this 
polynomial are distinct, then b +_a, w;(b) + 0, and r;(u) + 0. 
Hence, if CY + p + 1 # 0, then D(b) f 0 and the only common 
root of’ 4 and 6 is a, which is a double zero of 4 and fi, and a 
simple zero of C-in fact, we have C(u) = 0 and 
d’(u) = 7$(u)[ -( a + p + 2)+4 + P - a], 
and 6’(u) could be 0 only if -((Y + /3 + 2hr,(u> + p - a = 0, 
which is impossible because this condition leads to a = - 1 if 
r,(u) = 1, and to p = - 1 if r2(u) = - 1. Thus, if QI + p + 1 # 
O_ we have s’ = 2. Now, suppose that (Y + p + 1 = 0, so that 
D = 0. In these conditions, assume that 6 is a root of both 
polynomials 4 and 6. If 6 # a, we must have 1 - rf< 5) = 0, and 
since 1 - rrt has simple roots, we deduce 0 = C( 5) = (s - 
a)74(5)[7rs(5) + 2p + 11 * v2( 5) + Z/3 + 1 = 0, and, since 
T,“( 6 ) = 1, this leads to a contradiction wjth the fact that (Y, p Z 
- 1. So the only root common to 4 and C is a, for which 
?(a) = -7r;(u)[rr2(u) + 2a + l] # 0, 
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so that s’ = 2 also for (Y + /3 + 1 = 0. Therefore, in this subcase 
the only common root of 4, c’, and 6 is a, and the class of v is 
s’ = 2. Putting 
J,(x) := 2 = 1 - 7$x), 
6,(x) := - = 
x-a 
-(x - b>[c + 441 
+ &(x)[-(a + P)%(X) + P - 4 
it follows that the canonical equation for v is 0(&v> = &v, where 
+4(x)[(a + P + 2)%(4 + o! - PI). 
2. There exists a double root, 5, of 1 - gl. 
and 1 - lr;(,$) = 0 = I;. H 
In this case, r:(t)_= ,1 # 0 
ence, 5 is a common root of 4, C, and 
fi, so that s’ Q 2. 
2.1. c2 # 1. Then a is not a zero of 1 - ,rri, and so 6 # a. It follows 
that d(a) # 0. Therefore, if (Y + /3 + 1 # 0, then 5 is a simple 
zero of 5, so that 6 is the only common zero of 4, 6, and 6. If 
(Y + p + 1 = 0, the conclusion is the same. In fact, in this case 
fi E 0 and so, if q is a common root of 6 and c’ then 77 # a, 
1 - T;(V) = 0, and from 0 = C(v) = (77 - a)rrl,(r/)[r,(.rl) - 2a 
- l] we deduce T;(T) = 0, i.e., r) = 5, so that 5 is the only 
_ _ 
common root of 4, C, which is a simple root of C, because 
dl< 5) = 2( 6 - a)[~,( 5) - 2 cr - 11 # ,O. Therefore, in this sub- 
case 6 is the only common root of #J, C, and D, and s’ = 2. 
Furthermore, we have 
4(x> c&(x) := x_5 = -$qx -+r;(X)[l+ ?r2(5)rr2(x)], 
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and the canonical equation for v is D<~,v) = $iv, where 
4,(x) = -2(!5)6(x)[l+ ~2(5)~2b)l - (x -a) 
x[(2a + 2P + 3)75(r) - 2( P - a) - %(5)]. 
2.2. c2 = 1. Then, b and a are zeros of 1 - IT:. 
2.2.1. m&(b) f 0. Since V;(U) = -dJb), then also ~;(a) Z 0, 
so that b and a are simple zeros of 1 - 7ri. Thus, 6 # b 
and 5 z a. So the zeros of 4 are 5 (double), u Jdoublej, 
and b (simple); and 6 and a are also zeros of C and D. 
Therefore, s’ Q 1. Moreover, we can see that, in this sub- 
case, C?(s) = 2(5 - ~)[-(a + /3)7r2(5) + p - (~1 # 0 
and 6’(u) = dJb)[(2 + a + j3)c + a - p ] # 0; hence +$ 
and a are simple zeros of C, so that s’ = 1. Putting 
6,(x) := Q) 
(x - S)(x - 4 
= -$(x -b&(r) 
+ 2[-(a + P)p,(x) + P - a], 
one sees that the canonical equation for v is D(~,v) = $2v, 
with 
$2(x) := c - [(2(1! + 2p + l)?r,(r) - 2( p - (Y)] 
2.2.2. Irk(b) = 0. Then ~rk<a)_= 0 and 5 = b = u, so that 5 @ 
a root of order 2 3 of 4 and D and of order > 2 of C. 
Furthermore, 6 is the only root commpn to r$ and c’. In 
fact, if 7j # 6 verifies f$(7l) = 0 = C(rI), then it must 
satisfy v # a,1 - W:(T) = 0, r;(v) # 0 (because 71 # b), 
so that 0 = C(v) = (7 - a)&(+ -((r + p)7r2(q) + /3 - 
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a] # 0. So, since c’ll<[> = -4[(a + p + 1)7~~(() + a i 
/3] and m:( 5) = 1, and taking into account that c = r,(b) 
= IT& 5 1, we have 
if c=l, 61,(6)=0 = (y= -+, 
if C=-1, cc”(S)=0 ti p= -$. 
Hence when c = 1, then s’ = 1 if (Y # - -$, and s’ = 0 if 
(Y = - i; when c = - 1, then s’ = 1 if /3 + - i, and 
s’ = 0 if /3 = - i. In the cases corresponding to s’ = 1, we 
have 
_ &xl 
42w := (x _ ()” = -(x - b)[c + 7Q(x)], 
_ c’(x) 
C2(4 := @ _ ()2 
= -(2o + 2p + l)?T,( x) 
and then the canonical equation for 
with 
- c + 2( p - a), 
v is D(&v) = $2v, 
lj,( x) := -(x - b + 2a + 2p + 1) 
xr2(x)-C(X-b+l)+2(p-a). 
Inthecasesc=l,o= -iandc= -1,/3= -&visa 
classical functional and 7rz(x) = (X - b12 + C. If c = 1, 
a = - +, we find that v satisfies the (canonical) equation 
q&v) = &v, &(x) := (x - b)2 + 2, 
I,&(X) := 2( p + 1)(x - b), 
hence v is a Jacobi functional. Therefore, using (51) we 
have d, = n + 2( p + 1) and = so +,(fn> 2 
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and 
/~. = b, ~.+1 = 
(n + 1)(n + i + 2/3) 
(2n + 1 + 2/3)(2n + 3 + 2~)  
=__ - 2~,(8, 8) ln+l , n ~t O, 
where {~'(I.+18' 8}}.~o denotes the sequence of y-parameters 
of the three-term recurrence relation for the ultraspherieal 
MOPS {p(8,/3)}. ~0. Using these formulas, it is straightfor- 
ward to verify that 
Q.( x) = ( -2)" /2P(~ tk~)[ x - b t (54) 
On the other hand, since [P.(~'8)]*(1; x )= Pff'+l'~)(x), 
from the formulas (4) we also have 
e~.(*) = et-'/~'")[(x - b )  ~ + 1] ,  
Q2.+,(x) =(x -b)P~l /2 ,a ) [ (x -b )  2 + 1]. (55) 
1 In the other classical case, c = - 1, /3 - - ~, we proceed 
in a similar way. In this ease, one can see that a canonical 
equation for v is 
(t,3(x) := 2(~ + 1) (x  - b) ,  
so that ~. - b, T,+I = 27~-~'1 ~), and then 
Q.(x) m 2"/9P.(~, ~) ( -~2 b ) (56) 
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and 
Q&) = Pn (d/2)[(X - q2 - 11, 
Qzn+lW = (x - W’n @J/Q[ (x - Q2 - 11. (57) 
Remark that, as a consequence of (541, (551, (561, and (57), 
we get immediately the old relations (see [17, p. 581): 
p$;2”‘(x) = 2-np;C -i/2)(2,2 - 1) 
= (_1)“2-“p,(-LQ”)(l - 2x2) 
p,;;y,‘< x) = 2-“xPp1’y2x2 - 1) 
= (_,)“2-“~p,(‘m(l - 2x2). 
Iv The Bessel Case. If P,, = Bi”), one proceeds as in the previous 
cases. We summarize the conclusions: 
1. rr2 has two simple roots. 
1.1. c f 0. Then s’ = 3, and the equation 
D[( x - 44 +I 
= (2?r;(x) + (x - +r;(x)[((Y + 2)rr,(x) + 2]}v 
is canonical for v. 
1.2. c = 0. Then s’ = 2, and a canonical equation for v is 
D[?7,2(x)v] ={(x - b)T,(X) + ?r;(x)[(o! + 2)75(x) + z]]v. 
2. r2 has a double root, 6. 
2.1. c # 0. Then s’ = 2 and v fulfills the canonical equation 
= 2($( X)?rs( X) + (X - U)[(2Cr + 3)?r,( X) + 4]}V. 
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2.2. c = 0. Then 9 = 1, and the equation 
D[( x - Q3”] = 4[( (Y + 2)lr,( x) + 2]v 
is canonical for v. 
Finally, we point out the following 
COROLLARY 6. In the conditions of Theorem 1, if {P,,),, ~ ,, is a classical 
MOPS, then (up to a linear transform&ion on the variable), {Q,,}” > 0 is also a 
classical MOPS only in the following situations: 
(i) when P,, = L(,-l12) and r2(x) = (x - b)2, in which case 
Q”(x) = H,(x -b); 
(ii) when P,, = P,‘“, -V2) and r2(x) = (x - b12 - 1, in which case 
Qn( x) = 2”/9’,(-1 q ; ( I 
(iii) and when P,, = Pn(-1’2V B) and v2(x) = (x - b)2 + 1, in which case 
Q”(x) = ( -2)“‘2P,(B’B) 
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